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**Title word cross-reference**

#3 [Fit73], #4 [Fit73].

$(i + j, j)$ [Str85]. $F$ [PW85a], $G$ [PW85a].  
$\rightarrow$ [Pit79]. $p$ [Wan79]. $Q(\sqrt{3})$ [Deu93].  
$Q(\sqrt{3})$ [Deu93]. $r^2$ [BBR85]. $U(3) \supset SO(3)$ [Dra01]. $x' = y$ [RK87]. $y' = 0$ [RK87]. $Z_p$ [Str85].

-adic [Wan79].

//sagemath.org [Den13].


2 [BH95]. 2.1 [Fel96]. 20th [WGM88].

4-17 [Ear88].

54Th [Ano84]. 578 [BR73].

6000 [Str74]. 6000/7000 [Str74].

7000 [Str74]. '74 [Jen74]. '79 [Ng79, IJC79].

'81 [Wan81]. '85 [Buc85, Cav85]. '86.
[Cha86]. '89 [ACM89, Nel89].


Accelerator [IEE92a, BFBZ92]. ACM [ACM85, ACM89, Pet71, Wan81].

ACM-SIGSAM [ACM89]. Adaptive [RH86]. Addendum [FG80, Fat82a, Mat80].

adic [Wan79]. Advanced [Ban84, Rei81, Wan84, DJ89, ET88a, ET88b, GJK88, MS91, WS91a, WS91b, WS92].

Algebra [Cav85, DST88, Fat81, GCL92, Gol86, GK803, HWH91, HN85, Jen84, Koe92, KLW90, KWW92, NMM90, Pav85c, Pav86, Rei81, Sua84, YP91, van82, AP90, Ben89, BFBZ92, Cal82, Che88, CP92, Fat15, FP95, HT90b, Ken80, Kut88, Lan89, LR08, Mat89b, MT94, PF95, Ran84, Ran87, RA87, Ran94, Roe95, SH10, TTDD91, TM95, TH94, Way90, Wes99, Sch84].

Algebra-System [KWW92]. Algebraic [ACM89, ACM94, Bre84, Cha86, DST88, Eng76, FFF+84, Mos71a, Mos71c, Pet71, TM95, Wan81, Wan92, WN90, Wat91, BF72, CRDMBR19, DST87, D81, Fat15, GJK88, Mar71b, Ng79, Sas6, Str74, TH90, Tra84, Una88]. algébriques [DST87]. ALGOL [PI64]. Algorithm [Baj86, RH86, Wan79, Wan82, CG90, GHR10, Mos69, MY73, TM85]. algorithmes [DST87].

Algorithmic [Koe93].

Algorithms [DST88, GCL92, BMM90, DST87, SB89, Zip79]. ALPALS [Paich2].

Alternative [Coo84, Fat15]. alternor [MS90]. American [AAC93, PEK91, SS84].

analog [SDF88]. Analysis [AM90, Ban4, BMS88, Cha92, Cre89, DS81, JM87, Mag89, RW86, SC87, SK86, Wan84, WKB86, AM89, Cre90a, Cre90b, ET88a, ET88b, ET89, GD93, HFO94, HT90b, Hol86, Ols92, Ran88, SDF88, WS92, MS91].


Anwendung [Ben98]. Anwendungsbeispielen [BH95].

Application [Ari89, Baj86, CT7Y90, CD82, CD87, EM87, Hol88, JM87, Kwo91, MR95a, MR95b, SH84, VGT90, YP91, BF72, Fat15, HFO94, KoTRLoE77, y88, Wan91].

Applications [AM90, ET90, GKW03, Har84, MAC84, HT90b, HN83, IEE93, IEE88b, Mej84, Par86, Pav85a, Pav86, Wan94, BH95, HLTH94, NC79, Par84, Pav85b, PH86, Ran87, TD90, Ham89].

Applied [SCG88, Sua84, AP90, Akm88, HN83, PL87, Ran84]. Approach [FKM95, GBC92, RS85, HJL91]. approaches [GJ88]. Approximate [TT88, GHR10]. Approximation [CCF84]. approximations [GI95]. April [Cal82, Cav85, IEE86, IEE88a, Mio90, WGM88].

Arbeiten [KL90, KWW92]. Arbitrary [Fat76]. Arising [SH84, Deu93].

Arithmetic [Fat76]. Arrow [GD93].

Articles [SS73]. Artificial [IEE88b, IJC79, PH86, Nor91, WS91a, WS91b, WS92].

ASAP [BFBZ92]. ask [Mac97b, Mac98].

ASME [H+91, KRB+90, G. 86].

Associated [BH87, Rei81]. astro [DJ89].

astro-geophysics [DJ89]. Asymptotic [CCF84, Loa85, BT88, Ski93].


automating [Cre90b]. Automation [IE86, IEE88a, Dic20, SDF88].

Autonomous [LR90]. available [Way90].

averaging [CL91]. axes [BFMS87].
AXIOM [Ben98, Ben98, Grá96].


Ari89, Ben98, CHW91, CTZY90, Che88, 
DS81, Ear88, ET88a, ET88b, Fat15, FP95, 
GJK88, HT90b, Ken80, LR08, Mat89b, 
MT94, Nel89, PF95, RM76, RA87, Ran94, 
Roe95, Sir70, SH10, Way90, Cal82, Gen83, 
Hei87, HSW83, MS91, Nel89, Sch84].

Computer-Aided
[Rei81, DJ89, ET88a, ET88b, GJK88].

Computer-Algebra-Systemen [KLW90].

Computer-supported [BIG01].

Computeralgebra [Ben98].

Computeralgebra-Systemen [Ben98].

Computerized [NA79, Cre89].

Computers
[Bar90, Dev94a, Dev94b, Dev94c, G. 86, 
KRB+90, Sym86b, KRB+90]. Computing
[CS79, CF80, CG90, Dek83, JS87, Man93, 
Top89, AM93, DM93, Dra01, ET88a, ET88b, 
Sny17, WGM88].

Concept
[WS83, conduct [Dic20]. cones
[BFMS87]. Conference
[AAC93, Ano80, Cal82, Cav85, F+77, GH84, Gra94, G. 86, 
H+91, IEE93, IEE86, IEE88b, IEE88c, 
IEE88a, IEE91, IEE92a, IEE92b, IJC79, 
KRB+90, Lew79, Top89, Ano80, IEE92a].

Considerations
[Lue77]. constitutive
[TDA88]. constraints [TM85].

Constructing
[Gi95]. Construction
[CA90, Her83, Wan79]. Consultant
[Gen77]. consultation [Gen79].

Contribution
[Sir70, Sir70].

Contributions
[Cav85]. Control
[ACC93, BMS88, GE94, ILT87, ML87, 
RH86, TMH99, ABC+88, ET88a, ET88b, 
ET98, Fli93, GFB+93, HLTH94].

Controlled
[WKB86, Fab92, Fab93].

controller
[LS96]. controls [SS84].

Convection
[Mag89, TTDD91]. converter
[GFB+93]. converter-machine [GFB+93].

Corrections
[Cel84, Coulomb [BRR85].

coupled [Her91]. courses [TH94].

crack
[KSB92, LHC92]. crack-induced [LHC92].

Criteria
[Yag84]. criterion [Una88].

Critical
[NMM90]. Crow [CvG94]. CTRL
[Mar86]. CTRL-C [Mar86]. Current
[Pad85, Raj87]. Cybernetics [IEE88c].

cyclically
[MS90]. Cylinders
[BFHS92, fHR93]. Cylindrical
[Ban84, SP93].

dame
[Way90]. Data
[CS79, Whi77a, Whi77b]. Databases
[LMR90]. DC [Lew79]. Decade
[Mos71d, Mos71b]. December
[PEK91, SS84]. Decoupling
[CD82].

Definite
[Wan74, Wan71b, Wan71c].

definition
[MS90]. Deformation
[Ban84]. Degenegrate
[RK87]. Degree
[HT84].

Demonstrations
[DS81]. Derivation
[LH84, LH86, MD88, DJ89, TDA88, WS92].

DERIVE
[Ben98, Ben98, KLW90, KWW92].

Describe
[GB92]. Design
[Cha88, CFG+84, GE94, ILT87, SK86, 
ABC+88, AM90, BSZ93, BFBZ92, ET88a, 
ET88b, ET89, Fli93, GAT84, HJL89, 
HLTH94, H+91, LS96, SDF88, Mio90].

Determinacy
[RK87]. Determining
[KR71]. Development
[Pad85, Raj87].

Diagram
[Wol79]. Diego
[IEE88b].

Difference
[Yag84, SR88]. Differential
[Har84, HV87, Her83, Mil93, Ous91a, RW86, 
Rei81, WH84a, Woo84, Bey79, CHW91, 
CG90, Gol77a, GHR10, Kwo91, Mat89b, 
RB91]. Differentiation

Difficulties
[Wan82]. Diffusive
[Mag89].

Dimensional
[Eng84, Wel72]. Dirac
[BFR85, TM85]. direct
[HT90a]. directed
[RB91]. Directions
[JS87]. DISCO
[Mio90]. discontinuities
[AP90]. Discrete
[NTT90, CDA90]. Discrete-time
[NTT90].

dispersion
[RAKK88].

Dispersionsgleichung
[RAKK88].

Disturbances
[LF87]. DMS
[BR73].

document
[Sny17]. documentation
[GM82]. DOE
[HC85]. DOE-MACSYMA


Enumeration [De91]. Environment [BS84, Ber84, Pur85, Ray88, Sre92].

Environments [ACM85, Car84]. Equation [Mil83, Rei81, WH84a, CP92, Gol77a, TD90, TLY89]. Equations [Bey84, Har84, HV87, Her83, HN85, LH84, LH86, Mac83, MD88, RW86, Woo84, Yog84, Bey79, CDA90, CHW91, DJ89, Fod78, Fra84, GHR10, HT90a, Her91, Kwo91, Mat89b, Mos66a, RB91, RAKK88, TDA88, TV89, WH84b]. Equilibria [RK87]. equivalence [Mar71b]. Equivalent [HN85]. Error [VGT90, BMM90]. error-free [BMM90]. Errors [Cel84]. estimators [BT88]. Euler [TLY89]. EUROCAL [Cav85, Buc85].

EUROCAM’82 [Cal82]. Europa [IEE92b]. European [Cal82, Cav85, IEE93]. EUROSAM [Ng79, Jen74]. evaluate [Lun86]. Evaluating [Cut84]. Evaluation [War71b, War71c, War74, Str74]. evolution [HT90a, Her91]. Exact [Her91, CDA90, Roe95]. Examples [Koe93]. exchanger [TRC92]. Excitation [IL88]. excited [Cha92]. executing [Lan80].


Expertensysteme [KWW92]. explained [GM82]. Exposition [KRB+90]. expression [Sas86]. Expressions [BRR85, Bre84, Mar71a, Mar71b, Str74, SC90].

extension [Ple64, WS83]. EZ [MY73].


Flexible [NTT86, TLY88, Fab92, NTT90, TLY89]. flexible-link [TLY89]. Floating [Fat76]. Florida [H+91]. Flow [EM87, YP91, Cle88, fHR93]. flowfields [HCR91, OM92]. flows [HCR91]. Fluid [BHY88, EM87, Mem86, NMM90, YP91, fHR93, Ros85, yS88]. Forcing [AG87].


[DM88, DM93, TYL89]. links [TT88]. Linz [Cav85]. Liouville [Rit48]. liquids [Roe95].
LISP [Ano80, CF80, GW84, Nor91, Pad85, Pav85c, Pit79, Whi77a, Whi77b, KK22].
London [Top89]. long [Cah90]. look [CVG94]. loop [Fab93]. Lösung [RAKK88].
Louisiana [SS84].

Machine [Sta84, GFB+93, Pav85c].
Machinery [H+91]. MACLISP [Whi77b].
MacroTEX [CS87, CS89, CS89].
MACSYMA
[Ben98, F+77, GH84, KLIW90, KWW92, Lew79, MM70, Ano95a, Ano97, Ano75, Ano78, Ano88, Ano92, Ari89, BS84, Ban84, Ben88, BKK76, Bey84, BR73, BGGD77, BG83, Bog83, Bog86, Bra89, Cal90, Car84, Cei84, Cha88, CS89, Che88, Cla89b, Coo84, CR91, Cut84, DCC85, DeL87, Die20, DS81, Dri84, EF89, Fat71, FG80, Fat82a, Fat82b, Fat87, Fav79, Fit73, Fod78, Fra84, Gen77, GFB+93, SGG88, Gil95, Gol77b, Gol77a, Gol79, GM82, Gol82, Gol85, Gos77, Mat75, Mat77, Mat83b, Har84, MAC84, HC85, Hel91, HNS87, HV87, HT90a, Her91, HT84, Hol86, HN83, Iv77a, Kea91, KoTRLoE77, KLIW90, KWW92, Kwo81, Lew75, Lew76a, Lew76b, Lew78, Lit76, Lo85, Lin86, Mag89, Mar87, MF71, MAT83a, The83a, The83b, Mat71, Mat74, GBoT74, MB75].

MACSYMA
[Gro78, Mat80, GF80, GOLICS83, MH83, Mos74, Mos75, Par84, Par86, PW85a, Pav85b, PW85c, Pav85c, Pro74, PL87, Ran84, Ran87, Ray88, RAK88, Ros85, SH84, SB89, Slo86, SR90, Sym84, SM84, Sym85a, Sym85b, SM85, Sym86b, Sym86a, Sym87b, Sym88b, y88, Tha89a, Tha89b, TC90, TM85, TV89, Wan84, WS83, WH84b, Wol79, Ano95a, BH95, CDA90, CS87, CG90, Cla90, CD82, CVG94, De91, Dra01, EM87, Fat76, Fat89, Fel96, Fel98, FF81, Fre81, GBC92, Gol84, Gol86, Gon83, Grä69, Gui89, Ivi78, JM85, Lan80, Mar86, Mil93, MR85a, MR85b, Mos12, Ols92, Ous91a, Ous91b, Pav85a, PK88, RW86, RK87, RFC98, RDBE87, RS89, Spi86, SR86, Sym87a, Sym88a, Wan74, Wan90].
MACSYMA-Aided [Ban84, Wan84].
MACSYMA-FORTRAN [RAKK88].
MACSYMA-FORTRANHybrid-Codes [RAKK88].
MACSYMA-generated [WH84b]. MACSYMA-like [Fat87].
MACSYMS [Cla89a]. Magnetic [SH84, WS88]. Mainframe [Way90].
making [Dic20]. Man [IEE88c].
Management [Pur85]. manipulating [Pl64, Wan91].
Manipulation [CD87, Eng76, FFF+84, Lue77, Mej84, Ng79, NA79, PT60, Pe71, TYL88, Cre89, DST87, DS81, EF89, ET89, GJK88, BG83, Bog86, FG80, Mac88, Mag93a, Mac93b, Mac95a, Mac95b, GBoT74, MB75, Mat80, GOLICS83, Pro74, SM84, SM85, Sym88b].
manipulations [DST87, RS89].
manipulative [BF72]. Manipulator [SK86, Lo85, TH90, TV89].
Manipulators [LH84, LH86, NTT86, TYL88].
Manual [Bog83, Fat82a, Mat77, Mat83b, MAT83a, The83a, The83b, Str74, BGGD77, BG83, Bog86, FG80, Mac88, Mag93a, Mat95a, Mac95b, GBoT74, MB75, Mat80, GOLICS83, Pro74, SM84, SM85, Sym88b].
Manuals [SS73]. manufacturing [SS84].
MAPLE [Ben98, Ben98, CFG+84, CVG94, Grä96, PF95, SH10].
Mapping [Eng84].
March [Gen83, IEE88b, Pet71]. Mario [CVG94]. Marseille [Cah82, Ng79].
Massachusetts [KRB+90].
Matched [Ski93].
matching [Fat71, Fat15, Lo85].
material [Far89]. Math [Bet90, Way90, Fos91, Mac97b, Mac98].
MATHCAD [Ben98, Ben98].
MATHEMATICA
[Ben89, KW89, Ben98, Grä96, SH10].
Mathematical
[CHH91, FKM95, KW89, Mar67a, Mar67b,]
Wol85, Mar71a, Pet88, Str90, Tob71, War90]. Mathematics
[CVG94, Den13, Dev94a, Dev94b, Dev94c, Bar90, Ben98, Die20, HN83, Mac88, Mac93a, Mac95b, Pet88, PL87, Ran84, Ano95]. Mathematik [Ano95a]. Mathematische [KWW92]. Mathlab [BR73, FG80, MM70]. Mathlab/MIT [FG80, Mat80].


TRC92, WH84a, CDA90, CG90, Fra84, HT90a, Her91, Kwe91, Roe95, WH84b].

solves [Sl61]. Solving [Cel84, EM87, Har84, Ivi78, Mae87, TG90, GHR10, Ivi77, Kow86, Str90]. Some [Cel84, Her83, Hol86, Ivi78, Mej84, Ric88, Wan94, WH84a, CDA90, PL87, WH84b].


Stability [MR85a, MR85b, WKB86, Yag84].

Sandford [IEE91]. standard [RB91].

Stanford [Ano80]. State [ANGK87, MD88]. statics [Mat89a].

Statistics [Dek83, Hei87, HSW83, WGM88, Gen83].

Steiner [BH87]. Stimulation [JM87].

Stochastic [RH86]. Stockholm [Jen74, Ros74]. Stormy [Mos71d, Mos71b].

Stratified [YP91]. stress [HFO94].

Structural [IL88, NA79, Top89, Ne89].

Structures [CS79, Ne89, Fab92, Fab93, LHC92].

Studies [JM85, Nor91]. Study [Ear88, JM85, Hol88, LHC92].

subexpressions [Fat15]. subjected [HFO94].

Subroutines [SR86].


supported [BIG01]. Surfaces [FKM95].

Survey [WS84]. Swallowtail [CCF84].

Sweden [Jen74, Ros74]. switching [MSI90].

Sydney [GE94]. Symbol [Mac83]. Symbol [PT60, Mat89a]. Symbolic [ACM89, ACM94, BHY88, Bau88, BKK76, CS79, CP80, Cha86, CD87, Cre90b, Dek83, ET88a, ET88b, SCG88, Her88, Lan88, LH84, LH86, LS96, Mac83, MD88, Mar67a, Mar67b, Mej84, Mos66c, Mos66b, Mos67a, Mos67b, Mos71b, Mos71d, Ng79, NA79, Pet71, TDA88, Tob71, TMH99, TYL88, VGT90, Wan74, Wan81, Wan85, Wan92, War90, WN90, Wat91, WS84, Ws85, ABC+88, AM89, Bey79, BFBB92, Cha92, CTZY90, CP92, Cre89, Cre90a, DM93, ET89, Fat15, Fav79, GFB+93, HFO94, HLTH94, Hol88, Ken80, Lo85, Mar87, Mio90, OA89, OA91, Pae92, Pet88, Ran88, SDF88, Sl61, Str74, TD90, TTDD91, TS00, VT92, Wan71b, Wan71c, YW87, Ng79].

Symbolically [Mii93]. SymbolicC [SH10].

symmetric [Far89]. symmetrically [BFMS87]. symmetries [CHW91, Ros85].

Symposium [ACM85, ACM89, ACM94, Ano84, Cha86, Gen83, Ham89, Hei87, HSW83, ML87, Mio90, Ng79, Pet71, Wan81, Wan92, WN90, Wat91, WGM88, Fl93].

Symmsac [Cha86, Wan81]. SYMSAM [Pet71]. SYMTOM [TH90].

Syntactic [Mur85].

syntax [DM88, DM93]. System [CFG+84, Cla90, Den13, Fab92, ILT87, Jen84, KWW92, MF71, Woo84, BT88, Che88, ET88a, ET88b, ET89, FP95, GFrä96, GJK88, HFO94, HLTH94, JL94, LR08, Mac93b, Mac95b, Mat89b, PF95].

Systematic [LG86]. Systemen [Ben98, KJL90]. systèmes [DST87].

systemnahe [BH95]. Systems [BMS88, CD82, DSS88, GBC92, GKW03, Ham89, HWH91, Har84, HT84, HN85, IEE88c, JM85, KWW92, Lue77, Mac83, MD88, Meh86, Ous91b, Pav85c, Raj87, WH84a, van82, AM89, AM90, Ben98, CHW91, CG90, DST87, Fat87, Fat15, Fl93, HSW49, HSW98, Hol86, KKL90, Lan87, MSI90, Mio90, Mos66a, RB91, TM85, TH94, TYL89, Un88, WS91a, WS91b, WS92, Wes99, YW87].

takes [CVG94]. Taking [Str90]. teach [Mat89b, PF95]. Teaching [FP95, Lan89, TH94]. technical [H+91].

Techniques [Wan85, PEK91, TD90, TS00].
Technology [Jen74, IEE92a, TH94]. Ten [Mat83b]. Terms [AG87, Rit48, Ris69, Ris70]. Test [HV87, Mon92]. Testing [Pow84]. Texas [Gen83]. their [BF72, Ben98, RB91]. Theoretical [LHC92, Ken80, Ear88].

theories [Cah90, Far89]. Theory [ANGK + 87, Ham88, Mos72, Wan74, Bey79, CDA90, FP95, HFO94, HSW98, PF95, RA87, Rit48, SP93]. thick [Far89, NNM91]. Threaded [PT60]. Three [CVG94, Eng84].


toolkit [Wan91]. Tools [Wol79]. Top [Coo84]. Top-Level [Coo84]. Topics [Ran94]. topology [CRDMBR19].

tori [Gil95]. torus [KoTRLoE77]. Tower [IEE86]. trajectories [KoTRLoE77].

Transfer [BHY88, Whi88, PEK91]. Transform [Cla89b, Cla89a, CP92, SC90]. Transformations [CD87, Den93].

Transient [HF904]. Translator [Pit79].

transversely [Far98]. Tree [BH87].


two-part [CV94]. type [Che88, SC90].

typesetting [Fod78].

Überlegungen [Luc77]. UK [IEE93].

undecidable [Ric68]. undergraduate [Lan89]. undergraduates [Lan88].

Unexpected [Car84]. Uniform [CCF84].

uninitiated [ Bau88]. United [ACM94].

Univariate [Mon92, Wan79]. University [Ano80, FTF + 84]. UNIX [SM85, FG80, Fat82b, Mat80, GF80, Sym85b, Fre81].

unknown [Gol85]. Unsteady [HR93].

Untersuchung [RAK98]. USA [Lew79, ACM89]. usage [DCS85, DeL87]. Use [NMM90, OA89, OA91, Ran88, TG90, VT92, Ben98, BH95, Cah90, Cre90b, GFB + 93, Ken80, Lan87].

User [F + 77, GH84, Lew76a, Spi86, SS73, Sym87a, Sym88a, van82, Ano88, Ano92, Fat71, Gol77b, Gol79, GM82, Gol82, Lew75, Lew76b, Lew78, Mac95a, Mac95c, YW87].

User-Friendly [Spi86]. user-level [Fat71].

Users [Lew79, Die20]. Uses [Dri84]. Using [BR73, Cha88, Cut84, Del91, GBC92, SCG88, HN84, LN85, LM86, Man93, Mat89b, Mat89a, PF95, RK87, RS85, SR84, SR86, SR90, CDA90, Cha92, Che88, CS90, CP92, CR91, DM93, Gil95, HT90a, Her91, MSL90, PK88, PL87, Ran87, RB91, Roe95, Ros85, SH10]. Utah [Wan81]. Utilization [Bra89, Nel89].

Value [SH84, TG90, Mae87]. variable [Har95, Ric68]. Variables [CD87, Wan94].

Variational [RS85]. variations [SP93].

Vassallo [CV94]. VAX [FG80, Fat82a, Fat82b, FF81, Fre81, Mat80, GF80, SM85].

VAX/ [Fre81]. VAX/UNIX [FG80, Fat82b, Mat80, GF80]. VAX/VMS [Mat80].

VAXIMA [BS84, FG80, Gat84, SR84, Nei80, NW83, Pow84, Wan82, YW85].

venue [IEE93]. Verified [Roe95]. Version [Bog83, BH95, Mat77, Mat83b, Mac97b, The83a, The83b, BGGD77, Mac98, Mat80, Pro74, HNS87]. via [TV89].


Vol.2 [GE94]. Volume [BFHS92, Cav85, The83a, The83b, BFMS87, SR90].

Waals [ANGK + 87]. Washington [ACM85, Lew79]. Waterloo [Cha86]. wave [BKK76, CHH91, HFO94, HT90a, Her91].

wedge [Che88]. wedge-type [Che88].

Westin [AAC93, IEE91]. Which [Sto84, Ous91b]. whose [BFMS87]. Wide [IL88]. Wide-Band [IL88]. Windows
REFERENCES

[Ano95a, Mac98]. **Winter** [PEK91, SS84]. within [TTDD91]. without [CF80]. word [Mac98], words [Mac97b]. **Work** [KWW92, KLW90]. Workstations [Wan85, PEK91, TTDD91]. **World** [GE94, Gra94]. Write [SR84, SR86, Cah90, SR90].

**Year** [Mos74]. **Years** [Wol84]. **York** [GH84].

zur [KLW90, Luc77, RAKK88].
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